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(I) They should be of the Imperial type, and bear legible Inscriptions;
(ii) They should have legible mints, and their regnal and Jiijrl dates should be in accord;
(ill) Local mint-marks, devices, and symbols should be absent.
The matter was discussed by a Coin Conference held at Allahabad in December, 1910. It was pointed out that other features in addition to those just described ought to be carefully scrutinized The fabric and workmanship of a coin, if crude and clumsy, would be evidence of origin other than Imperial A coin with a collar, rim, or milled edge, could with certainty be assigned to an East India Company. Then, too, inquiry ought to be made whether history is'upplkris corroborative evidence of a Mughal emperor having exorcised direct control over the locality from which Issued any coins assigned to him. As It would be impossible in many cases to obtain the requisite historical information, It was felt that a pnicticul working plan could not be arrived at on these lines. Finally, the Conference passed the following Eesolutlon :—
<Besolved? that for the purpose of the compilation of a comprehensive treatise on the coins of the Mughal Enijs K-r^-s of India, It Is advisable to confine the scope of the work to coins bearing the names of the Mughal Emperors which were struck up to and including the year a»ix 1808 (a.h. 1218), the date of the British occupation of the capital, Dchlf. As this date is close to the end of the reign of Shah *Alam II, and as many issues bearing the name of this emperor proceed unchanged till the end of the reign, it is convenient to regard these as Mughal during the period intervening between the year a.i), 1808 and the date of the death of Shah * Alain II. pnly those coins of Muhammad Akbar II and Bahadur Shah II shall be-deemed Mughal Issues, which were struck, at Dohll (Shahjahinabacl)/
It was hoped that this simple • and absolute rule would

